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ABSTRACT
We present a new ray bending approach, referred to as the Eigenray method, for
solving two-point boundary-value kinematic and dynamic ray tracing problems in
3D smooth heterogeneous general anisotropic elastic media. The proposed Eigenray
method is aimed to provide reliable stationary ray path solutions and their dynamic
characteristics, in cases where conventional initial-value ray shooting methods, followed by numerical convergence techniques, become challenging. The kinematic ray
bending solution corresponds to the vanishing first traveltime variation, leading to
a stationary path between two fixed endpoints (Fermat’s principle), and is governed
by the nonlinear second-order Euler–Lagrange equation. The solution is based on
a finite-element approach, applying the weak formulation that reduces the Euler–
Lagrange second-order ordinary differential equation to the first-order weightedresidual nonlinear algebraic equation set. For the kinematic finite-element problem,
the degrees of freedom are discretized nodal locations and directions along the ray trajectory, where the values between the nodes are accurately and naturally defined with
the Hermite polynomial interpolation. The target function to be minimized includes
two essential penalty (constraint) terms, related to the distribution of the nodes along
the path and to the normalization of the ray direction. We distinguish between two target functions triggered by the two possible types of stationary rays: a minimum traveltime and a saddle-point solution (due to caustics). The minimization process involves
the computation of the global (all-node) traveltime gradient vector and the traveltime Hessian matrix. The traveltime Hessian is used for the minimization process,
analysing the type of the stationary ray, and for computing the geometric spreading
of the entire resolved stationary ray path. The latter, however, is not a replacement for
the dynamic ray tracing solution, since it does not deliver the geometric spreading for
intermediate points along the ray, nor the analysis of caustics. Finally, we demonstrate
the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method along three canonical examples.
Key words: Anisotropy, Rays, Computing aspects.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Two-point ray tracing in general 3D heterogeneous
anisotropic media is one of the cornerstones for simulat-
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ing the propagation of the high-frequency components of
seismic body waves between sources and receivers. It has been
mainly performed using the ray shooting method followed
by numerical convergence schemes to reach the destination
points. In this method, a fan of rays is first traced from a
given starting point to the acquisition surface, where groups
of rays arriving near each target location (e.g. a receiver) with
similar take-off angles (slowness vectors) are used for the
convergence process. By covering a wide range of take-off
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angles, multi-pathing stationary solutions can be found. For
example, Bulant (1996, 2002) suggests an original ray shooting algorithm that makes it possible to find all two-point
trajectories for general 3D layer-based smooth inhomogeneous isotropic media. However, in complex geological areas,
characterized by heterogeneity and intrinsic anisotropic
characteristics of the elastic properties of the rocks, the
convergence to a given location can be highly sensitive to
(infinitely) small changes in the take-off angles, resulting in
shadow zones which the numerically traced rays can barely
penetrate. The ray bending methods can be considered a
complementary optimization approach to the ray shooting,
where the proposed Eigenray method can be viewed as an
extension of currently available ray bending solutions, in
particular for general anisotropic elastic media. It primarily attempts to fill in the above-mentioned shadow zones
using the following workflow: (a) constructing initial guess
(non-stationary) trajectories by interpolating/extrapolating
from nearby traced rays (e.g. provided by the ray shooting
method), (b) updating the initial-guess trajectories until they
satisfy Fermat’s principle of stationary time: An iterative optimization procedure for finding the (nearest) stationary ray
path between the two fixed endpoints using the finite-element
approach, and (c) weighting (quantifying) the plausibility of
the solution with a proposed complexity criterion based on
the computed amplitude loss (normalized geometric spreading, discussed in both parts of this study). As mentioned,
the Eigenray method is particularly attractive for areas that
involve considerable isotropic/anisotropic velocity variations
(e.g. between sediments and salt/basalt/carbonate rocks) or
local velocity anomalies (e.g. gas clouds) smoothed along
the transition zones. The method can also be extended for
‘blocky’ models with sharp velocity discontinuities across the
surface interfaces, and we discuss this option as well. The case
of simulating ‘head waves’ is an extreme example of Eigenrays
providing controlled plausible solutions where conventional
ray tracing methods become extremely challenging. Thomson (1989) suggested the use of a ray bending (correcting)
solution to study head (grazing) waves, where the primary
(incidence) and secondary (reflected/scattered) waves travel
(graze) along a given reflector/refractor. We note that the term
‘head waves’ is used here to describe general phenomena of
rays, mainly travelling laterally along/below transition zones
or across/in-between local velocity anomalies.
Depending on the subsurface model representation,
the geometry of the acquisition system and the problem to
be solved, such as seismic forward modelling, migration
and inversion, several different ray-based approaches for

simulating the propagation of high-frequency body waves in
inhomogeneous isotropic and anisotropic elastic (and also
viscoelastic) media have been studied and implemented; each
has its own advantages and disadvantages. These characteristics have been documented, for example, by Leidenfrost
et al. (1999), where the authors study six different methods,
in particular, finite-difference (FD) eikonal solvers, the graph
method, wavefront construction (WFC) and a combined FD
and Runge–Kutta method, for calculating seismic traveltimes
from a point source to a regular subsurface grid. Additionally,
Thurber and Kissling (2000) suggest a method for classifying
different strategies for computing ray paths and travel times
combining ray shooting, bending, perturbation and grid-based
approaches. Other methods and strategies, or combinations
of different methods, are also available and widely used.
WFC is an attractive method for simulating ray propagation in complex areas while attempting to avoid artificial
‘shadow zones’. Vinje et al. (1993) published a pioneering
study on the WFC method, along with later works by Lambaré et al. (1996), Lucio et al. (1996), Ettrich and Gajewski (1996), Gibson (1999), Gjøystdal et al. (2002) and Lai
et al. (2009). In this method, a fan of dense rays is simultaneously propagated in time, where at each time step a new
wavefront is constructed. During the propagation, the wavefront is normally expanded and hence, new ray segments, normal to the current wavefront, are added, to ensure reliable
representation (sampling) of the wavefront. However, while
crossing complex velocity regions, the wavefront begins to
split into several branches (triplications) resulting in deformed
(non-topological) shapes (e.g. cusps). The process of adding
ray segments (normal to the non-topological wavefronts) becomes very challenging, and the accuracy of the constructed
wavefront decreases. In extreme cases, a huge number of additional rays is required to fulfil the required accuracy, making
this method expensive. Note that the WFC method does not
naturally deliver the exact stationary ray paths, which is the
main goal of the present work. If the ray paths are not explicitly needed, the method can be efficiently used to compute
dynamic parameters as well. The WFC can be used along with
the ray shooting and ray bending techniques, for example, to
compute initial conditions for ray shooting and boundary conditions for ray bending.
Paraxial ray tracing methods have been intensively used
to solve two-point ray tracing problems in smooth heterogeneous velocity media (e.g. Beydoun and Keho, 1987; Virieux
et al., 1988; Farra et al., 1989; Gibson et al., 1991; Farra,
1993; Strahilevitz et al., 1998) and for the computation of dynamic properties (e.g. Popov and Pšenčík, 1978). In this tech-
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nique, paraxial (nearby) rays are approximated (predicted)
from given reference (central) rays using the first-order perturbation theory. These methods can also be used to interpolate
traveltimes in the vicinity of the central rays (e.g. Bulant and
Klimeš, 1999).
Gaussian beam summation methods (Popov, 1982;
Červený, Popov and Pšenčík, 1982) or Maslov’s methods
(Chapman and Drummond, 1982; Thomson and Chapman,
1985; Huang et al., 1998) are alternative methods for the twopoint ray tracing, with the advantage of overcoming the ray
theory singularity problems related to the vanishing ray Jacobian while crossing caustics.
The approach suggested in this study belongs to the class
of the ray bending optimization methods which have been extensively studied in the past, mainly for isotropic media or
anisotropic media with high level of symmetry (e.g. transverse
isotropy). An early ray tracing approach based on Fermat’s
principle has been suggested by Wesson (1971). Julian and
Gubbins (1977) derived a boundary-value formulation of the
ray tracing equations that can be solved iteratively (a ray bending approach), claiming that in some cases this method is more
efficient than the ray shooting method. The proposed Eigenray
method inherits several features of this early study; however,
the method suggested by Julian and Gubbins (1977) is based
on the FD formulation, applying globally the flow parameter for the whole interval between the source and the receiver,
0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, while the proposed Eigenray method is based on
the finite-element formulation, applying a local flow variable
−1 ≤ ξ ≤ +1 inside each finite element (which is generally
more accurate). Furthermore, the proposed finite-element approach makes it possible to naturally insert different constraints (e.g. continuity/discontinuity) across the discretized
nodes of the ray path, depending on the type of the geological
layered model and the required type of solution; the implementation of these kinds of operations is nontrivial when using the FD approach. In order to solve the nonlinear algebraic
set, these authors suggest the Newton method which requires
computation of the traveltime Hessian matrix that can later
be used to compute the geometric spreading. This is also the
case with the proposed Eigenray method.
Smith et al. (1979) applied the ray bending technique for
a full 3D velocity inversion. Pereyra et al. (1980) extended
the ray bending technique to allow reflection and transmission
through the interfaces. In later studies, Pereyra (1988, 1992)
applied a combination of a fast-shooting algorithm and a multipoint boundary-value ray bending approach to obtain several source–receiver arrivals (multi-pathing), and to compute
geometric spreading. The method was then extended for both

modelling and inversion problems in complex 3D geological
models, applying irregularly shaped blocks (Pereyra, 1996; Xu
et al., 2014), with smoothly and slowly varying medium properties inside the blocks and sharp discontinuities at the interfaces. Thomson and Gubbins (1982) used equally spaced
nodes along the horizontal x axis and applied a cubic spline
interpolation to solve the boundary-value ray tracing problem
with the ray bending method. They also computed geometric
spreading in areas that involve velocity anomalies. Thomson
(1983) solved the inverse problem for the velocity model parameters by applying the ray bending method to relate changes
in the geometric spreading to the lateral velocity variations.
Um and Thurber (1987) presented the ray trajectory as a set
of points with a linear interpolation between them, where
they adjusted the locations of these points to fit the kinematic
ray tracing equations. Westwood and Vidmar (1987) applied
the ray bending method to simulate the signals interacting
with a layered ocean bottom. Waltham (1988) studied models consisting of constant velocity layers separated by curved
interfaces and computed ray paths, whose traveltimes are stationary with respect to (wrt) changes in the ray/interface intersection points. Moser (1991) used this method to compute
the traveltime between the source point and all points of a
given network. Moser et al. (1992) improved the conventional
ray bending approach by applying (a) gradient search methods
and (b) interpolation by beta-splines between the nodes. Farra
(1992) applied the Hamiltonian formulation with the propagator matrix to the ray bending approach. For isotropic media,
Snieder and Spencer (1993) presented a unified approach to
solve three (traditionally different) ray path update problems,
namely, ray bending, ray velocity perturbation and paraxial
ray methods. The ray bending method assumes a given velocity model and two fixed endpoints. Starting with an approximated non-stationary path between the endpoints, the
aim is to find the nearest stationary ray. The ray perturbation
and paraxial ray methods assume already a given stationary
ray path, and the aim is to estimate a new stationary ray due
to changes in the medium properties or the endpoint locations, respectively. Shashidhar and Anand (1995) solved the
problem of 3D Eigenray tracing in an ocean channel. Grechka
and McMechan (1996) developed a 3D two-point ray tracing
technique based on Fermat’s principle, suggesting a method
that takes advantage of the global Chebyshev approximation
of both the model and the curved rays, and makes it possible to find minima, maxima and saddle points of traveltime.
Cores et al. (2000) assumed a piecewise-linear ray path and
presented the problem of tracing rays under Fermat’s principle in 2D and 3D heterogeneous isotropic media. They applied
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biharmonic splines to model the reflector geometry and the
velocity function, where they used the global spectral gradient
technique for the optimization.
Ecoublet et al. (2002) suggested a 2D ray bending tomography (as an alternative to an initial-value ray shooting
tomography) where the traveltime between the endpoints
satisfies Fermat’s principle. Bona and Slawinski (2003)
demonstrated that Fermat’s principle of stationary traveltime
holds for general heterogeneous anisotropic media. Zhao et al.
(2004) applied an irregular network ‘shortest path’ method
for high-performance seismic ray tracing. This approach was
later extended by Zhou and Greenhalgh (2005, 2006) for
anisotropic media, in particular, for transverse isotropy (TI).
Rawlinson et al. (2008) considered a variety of schemes for
tracking the kinematics of seismic waves in heterogeneous 3D
structures, including a ray shooting method, a ray bending
method and a combined approach, with a linear interpolation
between the nodes. Kumar et al. (2004) and Casasanta et al.
(2008) developed a two-point ray bending algorithm for TI
with vertical axis of symmetry (VTI) media for compressional
waves, applying the group velocity approximation suggested
by Byun et al. (1989). Wong (2010) extended the method for
layered TI with tilted axis of symmetry (TTI) media, where the
degrees of freedom (DoF) were intersections of the ray with
the layer interfaces. Bona et al. (2009) developed a strategy for
two-point ray tracing, using a stochastic simulated annealing
global search method. Sripanich and Fomel (2014) presented
an efficient algorithm for two-point ray tracing in layered
media by means of the ray bending method, where the ray
paths are discretized at the intersection of the rays with the
structure’s interfaces, applying the global traveltime Hessian
and the Newton method to find a stationary ray path. Cao
et al. (2017) suggested a fast-marching method to compute the
traveltime along an expanding wavefront using Fermat’s principle in transversely isotropic media with vertical and tilted
axes of symmetry, where the ray (group) velocity was approximated from the moveout equation. Wu et al. (2019) applied
the shortest-path ray tracing adhering to Fermat’s principle,
in order to suppress the noise and improve the quality of
pre-stack seismic data (nonlinear optimal stacking). Hovem
and Dong (2019) applied the Eigenray method to compute
the trajectories, reflection points and incidence angles for a
large number of rays in seawater with the same source and
receiver, and multiple reflections from the sea floor and from
the water surface. We note that in special seismic acquisition
surveys, such as vertical seismic profiles (VSP) or well-towell surveys, the ray bending approach can be particularly
attractive.

One of the core parts of the ray bending procedure is computing the ray velocity magnitude from its direction, which,
in turn, requires first to establish the slowness vector components; for compressional waves, the solution is unique. We
follow the approach suggested by Musgrave (1954, 1970),
Fedorov (1968), and Grechka (2017), where the slownessrelated gradient of the vanishing Hamiltonian is parallel to
the ray direction. A similar approach with a set of polynomial
equations has been suggested by Vavryčuk (2006). Zhang and
Zhou (2018) applied this method for TI media and extended
it to separate compressional qP waves from qSV shear waves
and to eliminate complex-valued roots, using corresponding
relationships for the phase velocities of these wave modes. As
a result, unique solutions were obtained for qP and SH waves,
and one or three solutions for qSV waves in TI media. Conditions for qSV triplications have been formulated by Dellinger
(1991) and further studied by Thomsen and Dellinger (2003),
Schoenberg and Daley (2003), Vavryčuk (2003) and Roganov
and Stovas (2010). Song and Every (2000), Stovas (2016), Xu
and Stovas (2018) and Xu et al. (2021) studied triplications in
orthorhombic media. Xu et al. (2020) explored triplications
of converted waves in TTI media. Stovas et al. (2020) studied
phase and ray velocity surfaces and triplications in elastic and
acoustic models of different symmetry classes.
Computing the slowness vector from the ray direction vector has also been studied for general viscoelastic
anisotropic media (Vavryčuk, 2007, 2008a), and the results
were used for ray tracing in such media (Vavryčuk, 2008b,
2012).
Koren and Ravve (2018a) demonstrated the power of
applying a ray bending solution (referred to as the Eigenray method) by using a nonlinear spectral element method
(Lagrange interpolation-based elements) to efficiently find
accurate stationary ray paths in complex geological areas,
characterized by smooth heterogeneous isotropic media. In
a following abstract (Koren and Ravve, 2018b), the theory was extended to general anisotropic media, using Hermite finite elements, which makes it possible to naturally
impose continuity conditions at the ray nodes for both locations and directions of the ray velocity. This abstract and
the following Eigenray studies are heavily based on our paper on the computation of spatial and directional, first and
second, derivatives of the ray velocity (governing the corresponding derivatives of the traveltime) in 3D smooth heterogeneous general anisotropic elastic media (Ravve and Koren,
2019). Two later abstracts on the kinematic Eigenray (Koren
and Ravve, 2020d) and dynamic Eigenray (Ravve and Koren, 2020e) briefly summarize the basic theoretical and im-
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plementation concepts of the Eigenray method. Recently, we
have published the detailed theoretical and implementation
aspects of the Eigenray method as seven preprint papers in the
arXiv website library of the Cornell University; three parts on
the kinematics (Koren and Ravve, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) and
four parts on the dynamics (Ravve and Koren, 2020a, 2020b,
2020c, 2020d). The primary objective of this part of the paper is to provide the main results of the kinematic Eigenray
method.
We propose an original arclength-related Lagrangian,
and we derive the corresponding kinematic Euler–Lagrange
nonlinear, second-order ordinary differential equations. We
also provide the corresponding Hamiltonian, related to the
proposed Lagrangian through the Legendre transformation.
We then apply a finite-element approach to establish the stationary ray path, nearest to a specified initial-guess trajectory,
for 3D smooth heterogeneous general anisotropic media. Finally, using the already computed global (all-node) traveltime
Hessian of the stationary ray, we solve a particular (limited)
‘dynamic’ problem which does not require explicitly performing the dynamic ray tracing system. We propose an efficient
method to condense the global traveltime Hessian into the
source–receiver traveltime Hessian, which makes it possible
to compute the geometric spreading of the entire ray path between the source and receiver. Computation of the geometrical spreading from the source–receiver traveltime Hessian
is a well-known technique and we list the relevant published
studies on this topic within the corresponding dedicated section. Note that in the context of this part of the study which
deals with the kinematic ray characteristics (e.g. ray paths and
traveltime), the geometric spreading is used to construct a ray
complexity criterion which is proposed to quantify the reliability/plausibility of the resolved ray trajectories.
Finally, one cannot consider writing a theoretical study
on seismic ray theory without explicitly mentioning the many
excellent scientific books on this theme, among them, Sommerfeld (1964), Červený (2000), Bleistein et al. (2001), Chapman (2004), Schleicher et al. (2007), Tsvankin and Grechka
(2011), Slawinski (2015) and Krebes (2019).

T H E K I N E M AT I C E I G E N R AY M E T H O D
The kinematic Eigenray tracing is based on the application
of Fermat’s principle to find the ray paths and their corresponding traveltimes between a given source–receiver pair in a
known geological model parameterized with anisotropic elastic properties. According to Fermat’s principle, the ray path between two fixed endpoints is the one that leads to a stationary

time (normally, the least time, but may also be a saddle-point
time, due to caustics). Considering anisotropic elastic media
and fixed endpoint pairs (source–receiver), we obtain the stationary ray paths using the ray bending approach. Starting
with an initial (non-stationary) trajectory discretized with a set
of irregular sampled nodes, we solve the two-point kinematic
ray tracing (KRT) problem using a finite-element approach,
successively (iteratively) refining the locations and directions
of the trajectory at the nodes. If a number of different stationary rays co-exist between the given endpoints (multi-pathing),
a different initial trajectory is applied to each solution.
Overall, as a strategy for performing two-point ray tracing for conventional seismic acquisition surveys, we recommend starting with the ray shooting method, followed by numerical convergence techniques. In cases where the numerical
convergence is difficult (the solution becomes very sensitive
to fine changes in the take-off angles), the proposed Eigenray
method can be used as an additional (complementary) attempt
to obtain plausible solutions. In these cases, a (non-stationary)
initial-guess solution between the endpoints is first predicted
by interpolation/extrapolation from nearby rays.
We apply the Euler–Lagrange formula over an integrand
of the traveltime functional (Lagrangian), valid for smooth
heterogeneous general anisotropic elastic media. We propose a
specific Lagrangian with a clear physical interpretation, which
we find most convenient and efficient for our finite-element
solution, in particular, in general anisotropic media.
For a given trajectory between two fixed endpoints (a
stationary ray path or a non-stationary approximation path
in its vicinity), the Lagrangian L = L[x(s), ẋ(s)] used in this
work is a function of the arclength-dependent ray path coordinates, x(s), and the arclength derivative of the location
vector, ẋ(s) = dx/ds, along the trajectory. Parameter s is the
arclength of the ray path. The arclength derivative of the location vector, ẋ(s), is noted by r(s) ≡ ẋ(s), and it represents
a vector tangent to the trajectory at any point along the ray,
normalized to the unit length, r · r = 1; hence it is the ray direction vector, or equivalently, the ray velocity direction vector.
The Euler–Lagrange equation is then applied to the proposed
Lagrangian, yielding a nonlinear, second-order ordinary differential equations for the ray locations and directions, in terms
of the ray velocity, its gradients and Hessians, which is then
solved by the finite-element approach.
The local gradients and Hessians of the traveltime require
the corresponding derivatives of the ray velocity along the local segments of the path (finite elements). Due to anisotropy,
we deal with two different types of ray velocity gradient vectors – spatial and directional – and three types of ray velocity
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Hessian matrices: spatial, directional and mixed. The method
for computing the ray velocity derivatives is a core component of this study. It has been recently published by Ravve and
Koren (2019) for general anisotropic (triclinic) media, where
the higher anisotropic symmetries were considered particular
cases. The method establishes the spatial and directional gradients, ∇x vray and ∇r vray , and the spatial, directional and mixed
Hessians, ∇x ∇x vray , ∇r ∇r vray and ∇x ∇r vray = (∇r ∇x vray )T . Although the theory described in this study includes all types
of waves, we only focus on the implementation for compressional waves.
Comment: The method presented in this study can be applied to all types of wave modes in anisotropic elastic media.
Note that the main challenge of shear waves in anisotropic
media is the non-uniqueness of the ray (group) velocity surface, which, in turn, is related to the non-uniqueness of the
slowness vector p given the ray velocity direction r. Consider,
for simplicity, a homogeneous triclinic medium with high degree of anisotropy. Given the source and receiver locations,
xS and xR , the shape of the ray path is a straight line, with the

length of the path, s = (xR − xS ) · (xR − xS ). To compute the
traveltime, we need first to establish the slowness components,
t = (xR − xS ) · p = s r · p = s/vray . However, there are up to
18 different shear-wave slowness vector solutions (Grechka,
2017) leading to corresponding different ray velocity magnitudes and traveltimes along the same straight trajectory.
This, in turn, yields multi-valued Lagrangians, their gradients and Hessians. One needs to choose one of the multiple
shear branches, and in a general case of the KRT for a shear
wave, keeping the required chosen branch at each step. Note
that simulating the amplitudes of shear waves with dynamic
ray tracing is easier, since it is assumed that the kinematic
problem has already been solved, and thus, at each node the
proper shear branch has already been chosen. For compressional waves, the ray (group) velocity surface is convex, and
the solution for the slowness vector components is unique.

T H E A R C L E N G T H - R E L AT E D L AG R A N G I A N
Consider a 3D smooth heterogeneous general anisotropic
medium and a given initial-guess ray trajectory (nonstationary approximated ray path) between two fixed endpoints, S and R. Let x(s) = [ x1 x2 x3 ] be a point along the approximated ray path, and ẋ(s) ≡ dx(s)/ds ≡ r(s) = [ r1 r2 r3 ]
the direction vector at this point, normalized to the unit length,
r · r = 1, where ds is an infinitesimal elementary arclength
along the path. Note that r is also the direction of the ray
velocity vector. Fermat’s principle for a stationary traveltime

path can be stated with the use of the Lagrangian L(x, r) that
depends on the ray path coordinates x(s) and direction r(s)
along the path,
R
t=

R
L (x, r) ds → stationary, δt (x) =

S

δL (x, r)ds = 0. (1)
S

In this study, we propose the following arclength-related
Lagrangian:
√
√
dt
r·r
r·r

.
L (x, r) =
=
=
(2)
ds
vray (x, r)
vray C̃(x),r
The proposed Lagrangian is a first-degree homogeneous
function with respect to (wrt) the ray direction r. The value
√
of the square root r · r in the numerator of the Lagrangian
is 1, but we do not replace it by the constant value because it
affects the partial derivatives needed for the Euler–Lagrange
formulation. The ray velocity magnitude in the denominator,
vray [C̃(x), r], depends implicitly on the location components x,
where C̃(x) is the medium density-normalized stiffness tensor
(the tilde indicates the fourth-order tensor), and explicitly on
the ray direction components (the latter is in particular important in anisotropic media). The stiffness tensor at each point
is known and fixed: in this study, we do not update the model.
Note that the ray velocity magnitude is a zero-degree homogeneous function wrt any tangent vector k r, which means
that it depends only on the normalized direction vector r but
not on its length k.
A comprehensive analysis of the proposed Lagrangian for
anisotropic elastic media (equation (2)) is given by Koren and
Ravve (2020a, 2020b). In particular, the latter cited paper provides analytical and numerical validations of the Lagrangian
for different anisotropic symmetries and comparisons with alternative Lagrangians (e.g. Červený, 2002a, 2002b).

Notations for the derivatives wrt the flow parameter
A parameter with an upper dot and with no subscript means
a derivative of the parameter wrt the arclength s (in the dynamic analysis – wrt the arclength of the central ray). A
parameter with an upper dot and with a subscript means
a derivative wrt the flow parameter indicated by that subscript. In particular, ẋ ≡ ẋs , ẋτ and ẋζ represent the derivatives of the ray path location wrt the arclength s, current time
τ and a generic flow parameter ζ , respectively. Additionally, in
the finite-element implementation, we use the symbol ‘prime’
(instead of the upper dot) for derivatives wrt the internal flow
parameter −1 ≤ ξ ≤ +1 within any individual element (be-
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tween the nodes). In particular, x and r are, respectively, the
derivatives of the location and direction wrt the internal parameter ξ .

Component in the plane normal
to the ray and proportional to the
directional gradient of the ray
velocity,

×

×

= −

ray
2
ray

E U L E R – L AG R A N G E E Q UAT I O N
In this section, we obtain the nonlinear second-order Euler–
Lagrange kinematic ray equation which is then solved with
the finite-element approach.
For the spatial and directional gradients of the Lagrangian L(x, r), we apply the shorthand notations,
Lx = ∇x L =

∂L
∂x

and

Lr = ∇r L =

∂L
.
∂r

(3)

With these notations, the Euler–Lagrange equation (manifesting the stationarity condition) reads (e.g. Gelfand and
Fomin, 2000)
d
Lr = Lx .
ds

(4)

The spatial and directional partial derivatives (gradients)
of the Lagrangian L(x, r) follow from equation (2),
Lx = −

∇r vray √
∇x vray √
r
− 2
r · r and Lr =
r · r.
√
2
vray
vray
vray r · r

(5)

Introduction of equation (5) into equation (4) leads to
the explicit form of the nonlinear, second-order, vector-form,
Euler–Lagrange ordinary differential equations (ODE),


∇r vray √
∇x vray √
d
r
− 2
r·r =− 2
r · r.
(6)
√
ds vray r · r
vray
vray
We note that whenever there is no need to further differentiate with respect to the ray direction r, equation (5) can be
simplified to
Lx = −

∇x vray
∇r vray
r
and Lr =
− 2
2
vray
vray
vray

slowness,

∙

=

ray

=

ray
2
ray

Figure 1 Slowness vector decomposition into components along the
ray and in the normal plane.

Remark: Normally, for three arbitrary vectors a, b, c
a triple cross-product is non-associative (a × b) × c = a ×
(b × c). However, in a particular case, (a × b) × a = a ×
(b × a), it becomes associative. We therefore suggest omitting
the brackets for the sake of symmetry, and write it just as
a × b × a. In our case, r × p × r yields a projection of vector
p on a plane normal to the ray r. Detailed explanations and
derivation of equation (9) can be found in Appendix A of Koren and Ravve (2020a). Introducing equation (9) into the sec−1
ond equation of set 7 and taking into account that vray
= p · r,
we see that the first term on the right-hand side is the projection of the slowness vector on the ray direction, while the
second term is its projection on the plane normal to the ray.
The sum of these terms results in the full slowness vector, i.e.
Lr = (p · r)r + r × p × r = p.
We apply the weak formulation to equation (8) to be
solved with the finite-element method (e.g. Segerlind, 1984;
Hughes, 2000; Reddy, 2004; Zienkiewicz et al., 2013; Bathe,
2014). The weak formulation effectively eliminates the second
derivative of the position vector (or the first derivative of the
ray direction), ẍ = ṙ.

(7)

and the actual nonlinear, second-order, Euler–Lagrange ODE
to be solved is given by


∇r vray
∇x vray
d
r
− 2
=− 2 .
(8)
ds vray
vray
vray

Lr = p

The expression in the brackets constitutes the momentum
equation, Lr = p (where p is the slowness vector consisting of
the tangent (to the ray) and normal components, as shown in
Fig. 1). The directional gradient vector, ∇r vray , belongs to the
plane that includes both vectors, p and vray , and is also normal
to vray . It can be written as
2
r × p × r.
∇r vray = −vray × p × vray = −vray

Component along the ray: the group

(9)

T H E A R C L E N G T H - R E L AT E D
H A M I LT O N I A N
In this section, we provide the arclength-related Hamiltonian,
H(s), that matches the proposed Lagrangian L(s) through the
Legendre transformation.
We consider the Christoffel equation, valid for general
anisotropic media, as a reference (vanishing, unitless) ray tracing Hamiltonian:
H τ̄ (x, p) = det [ (x, p) − I] = 0 ,  (x, p) = p · C̃ (x) · p, (10)
where (x, p) is the Christoffel matrix, I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, and C̃(x) is the density-normalized fourth-order
stiffness (elastic) tensor. The bar above the superscript index,
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τ , indicates that the flow parameter of the Hamiltonian is a
‘scaled time’ τ̄ (rather than the actual time τ ), and it has the
units of time [T ]. In Appendix C of Koren and Ravve (2020a)
we relate it to the actual traveltime τ , using a unitless scaler:
αsc (τ ) =

dτ̄ /ds
1
dτ̄
=
=
,
dτ
dτ /ds
p · Hpτ̄

where
Hpτ̄ ≡

∂H τ̄
.
∂p

(11)

We then introduce the following arclength-related Hamiltonian, connected to the reference Hamiltonian:
H (x, p) ≡ H s (x, p) =

H τ̄ (x, p)
Hpτ̄ · Hpτ̄

.

(12)

With this Hamiltonian, the ray equation set for the kinematic ray tracing can be written in a simple form
r≡

dx
dp
= Hp ,
= −Hx .
ds
ds

(13)

Note that for the proposed L and H, the Legendre transformation holds (e.g. Arnold, 1989; Slawinski, 2015; Červený,
2002a, 2002b)
L (x, r) = p · r − H (x, p) .

(14)

We re-emphasize that the arclength-related Hamiltonian
is defined as that whose associated flow variable in the
ray tracing equations is the arclength. In this study, we obtained the matching arclength-related Hamiltonian H(x, p)
from the reference Hamiltonian H τ̄ (x, p), but it can also be
obtained directly from our proposed arclength-related Lagrangian L(x, r), using the Legendre transformation, provided
the Christoffel equation is taken into account, as demonstrated by Koren and Ravve (2020b).
In the computational workflow of the Eigenray method,
equation (2) for the Lagrangian is used rather than equation
(14). The latter is given solely to demonstrate that our proposed Lagrangian and Hamiltonian (both arclength-related)
match the Legendre transformation.

C O M P U T I N G T H E S L OW N E S S V E C T O R
G I V E N T H E R AY D I R E C T I O N
The ray direction vector r and the slowness vector p are dependent ray characteristics and should match each other. We distinguish between the forward problem of finding r(x, p) and
the inverse problem of finding p(x, r). The forward problem

is simpler, but in the proposed Eigenray approach, the ray location x and its direction r are the primary (input) degrees
of freedom, while the slowness vector p is a dependent parameter to be established, given the medium properties C̃(x)
(the stiffness tensor) and the ray direction r. Thus, we mostly
deal with this kind of (nontrivial) inverse problem. The forward problem can be solved directly, applying the gradient
of the arclength-related Hamiltonian with respect to (wrt) the
slowness vector, Hp = r (this is also one of the kinematic ray
tracing equations). The inverse problem in this study is solved
by applying the Hamiltonian-based approach, exploiting the
collinearity of the Hamiltonian gradient (wrt the slowness
vector) and the ray direction (e.g. Musgrave, 1954; Fedorov,
1968; Grechka, 2017), along with the condition for the vanishing Hamiltonian,
Hpτ̄ (x, p) × r = 0 , H τ̄ (x, p) = 0 .


pick two equations
from three

(15)

the third
equation

In this equation set, the reference Hamiltonian H τ̄ (x, p)
(defined in equation (10)) can be replaced by any other Hamiltonian (e.g. by the arclength-related Hamiltonian, H ≡ H s );
however, we consider the reference Hamiltonian H τ̄ the simplest for this problem.
To solve set (15) for the slowness vector components, we
apply the Newton method. In this paper, we mainly focus on
compressional waves, where the solution (the components of
the slowness vector) is unique, given the ray velocity direction. To obtain the initial guess, we may assume that the slowness direction does not differ much from the ray direction,
n ≈ r, and we find the compressional phase velocity magnitude, vphs , from the Christoffel equation, where p = n/vphs . A
more robust initial guess is suggested by Pšenčík and Vavryčuk
(2002), improved by Farra (2004) and later applied by Farra
and Pšenčík (2013). Their method is valid for compressional
waves only and is based on the weak-anisotropy assumption.
Koren and Ravve (2020a) formulated it in a tensor form:
r−n≈2

n×v×n
ˆ , ˆ = n C̃ n,
, where v ≡ n
n·v

(16)

where, due to the weak anisotropy, the phase direction n can
be replaced by the ray direction r on the right-hand side of
each equation of set (16). We use notation ˆ in equation (16),
because  is reserved for p C̃ p. In cases of strong anisotropy
(especially for low symmetry anisotropy), the compressional
wave initial guess may converge to a final shear-wave solution. Special measures described by Ravve and Koren (2019)
should be taken to avoid convergence to a wrong wave
mode. The cited paper also provides a numerical example
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for establishing the compressional slowness components in
a triclinic medium with strong anisotropy. The technique for
solving set (15) is explained in Ravve and Koren (2019) and
Koren and Ravve (2020a).
Finally, after the slowness vector is found, the ray velocity
magnitude is computed,
vray =

1
.
p·r

(receiver node, with fixed location)

Finite-element joints
Central nodes of elements
Endpoints of the ray path

(17)
(source node, with fixed location)

S PAT I A L A N D D I R E C T I O N A L D E R I VAT I V E S
O F T H E L AG R A N G I A N
Using the proposed arclength-related Lagrangian (equation
(2)), we derive and list the first and second derivatives of the
proposed Lagrangian L[x(s), r(s)] with respect to the locations
and directions along the ray trajectory,
√

√

∇r vray r · r
∇x vray r · r
r
−
, Lr =
,
√
2
2
vray
vray
vray r · r
∇x vray ⊗ ∇x vray
∇x ∇x vray
Lxx = 2
−
,
3
2
vray
vray
∇x vray ⊗ r
∇x vray ⊗ ∇r vray
∇x ∇r vray
Lxr = LTrx = −
+2
−
, (18)
2
3
2
vray
vray
vray
I − r ⊗ r r ⊗ ∇r vray + ∇r vray ⊗ r
Lrr =
−
2
vray
vray
∇r vray ⊗ ∇r vray
∇r ∇r vray
+2
−
,
3
2
vray
vray
Lx = −

where symbol ⊗ denotes a tensor product of two vectors
resulting in a second-order tensor. The gradients of the
Lagrangian Lx , Lr are vectors of length 3, and the Hessians
of the Lagrangian Lxx , Lxr , Lrx , Lrr are square matrices
(tensors) of dimension 3. Vectors ∇x vray and ∇r vray are the
spatial and directional gradients of the ray velocity, respectively. Tensors ∇x ∇x vray and ∇r ∇r vray are, respectively, the
spatial and directional Hessians of the ray velocity and
∇x ∇r vray and ∇r ∇x vray are the mixed Hessians. Ravve and
Koren (2019) and Koren and Ravve (2020a, Appendix
E) provide a computational workflow to establish these
gradients and Hessians in smooth heterogeneous general
anisotropic media. The first derivatives Lx and Lr define
the local traveltime gradients, while the second derivatives
Lxx , Lxr , Lrx , Lrr define the local traveltime Hessians, used
in both kinematic and dynamic analyses.
Alternatively, taking into account the momentum equation, Lr = p, the gradients and Hessians of the Lagrangian

Figure 2 Discretization scheme of a ray path, with four three-node
finite elements.

can be expressed through the corresponding derivatives of the
slowness vector:
Lr = p, Lx = r · ∇x p, Lxx = r · ∇x ∇x p,
Lrx = ∇x p, Lxr = ∇xT p, Lrr = ∇r p.

(19)

Remark: We note that for the kinematic problem, the
Hessian matrices of the Lagrangian, Lxx , Lrr , Lxr and Lrx =
LTxr , are used only within the method chosen for searching
the stationary path (e.g. the Newton optimization method);
other approaches (e.g. gradient-type methods) may require
the Lagrangian gradients, Lx and Lr only, while these Hessians are the building stones in the calculation of the dynamic
characteristics.

F I N I T E - E L E M E N T D I S C R E T I Z AT I O N
In this study, we apply two- and three-node finite elements. A
schematic ray path discretization is shown in Figure 2, where
four three-node elements are used. The fixed endpoints of the
ray path are shown in green, the finite-element joints in black
and the internal nodes of the elements in red. (Obviously, a
realistic scheme includes much more elements and nodes.) We
define a segment of the path as an interval between two neighbour nodes. Two-node elements consist of a single segment,
while three-node elements include two segments. The continuous ray trajectory x(s), where s is the arclength flow parameter (with an infinite number of degrees of freedom [DoF]) is
represented (approximated) by a finite number of segments
(intervals of finite elements) with nodes at their joints, xi . At
the joint nodes connecting the neighbour elements, the locations, x(s), and ray directions r(s) ≡ ẋ(s) ≡ dx/ds, related
to the adjacent elements are normally continuous (except the
directional discontinuities at the medium interfaces). At the
internal nodes of the elements, the locations, ray directions
and all higher derivatives of the locations with respect to
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the arclength are continuous. The number of degrees of freedom (DoF) becomes finite: three location components xi and
three ray direction components ri , per node i. The three nodal
direction DoF are dependent since a direction in 3D space is
defined by two angles; we keep the ray direction normalized
to the unit length, ri · ri = 1, and we enforce this dependency
with the soft normalization constraint.
The resolving nonlinear algebraic equation set of the
finite-element analysis delivers a solution to the kinematic
problem (locations and ray directions) at all nodes, and the
Hermite interpolation makes it possible to compute the solution continuously for any point between the nodes.
H E R M I T E I N T E R P O L AT I O N F U N C T I O N S
Our proposed anisotropic Eigenray method is based on
imposing continuities of the locations and ray velocity
directions at the ray trajectory nodes. The ray direction
Cartesian components are derivatives of the corresponding
location components with respect to the arclength, and the
ray trajectory along the intervals is presented by the Hermite
interpolation polynomials. The Hermite polynomials provide
the interpolation of a function accounting for its nodal values
and the nodal values of its derivatives (e.g. Hildebrand, 1987;
Burden and Faires, 2005). The Hermite finite elements naturally support these conditions. In 3D space, each node has
three location components and three direction components,
but since the direction is described by a tangent vector of unit
length, the number of independent degrees of freedom (DoF)
is five per node.
We follow conventional rules to construct the Hermite
polynomials for two-node and three-node finite elements.
The internal unitless flow parameter
To keep the limits of integration fixed and identical for all
finite elements, it is natural and convenient to define an internal unitless flow parameter, ξ , −1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, inside the finite
elements, to be used instead of the arclength s. For this we introduce a new, ‘normalized’ Lagrangian, L̂(ξ ), and formulate
the governing relationships in terms of the internal parameter
ξ , where the transformation metric relates the arclength s to ξ .
Two-node Hermite element
An element with two end nodes has 12 DoF, only 10 of which
are independent due to the abovementioned constraints. Let A
and B be the ‘left’ and ‘right’ ends of a finite element, as shown
in Figure 3. The traveltime increases from A to B, ta < tb . The

,
=

,
1

=

1

Figure 3 Scheme of two-node Hermite element.

internal unitless parameter ξ takes the values −1 and +1 at
the element endpoints A and B, respectively.
Assume that a function f (ξ ) (that may be, for example, a
scalar function or any Cartesian component of a vector) and
its derivative, f  (ξ ) = d f /dξ , are specified at the endpoints,

fa , f  a , fb , f  b .
(20)
The interpolation function can be presented as
f (ξ ) = fa ha (ξ ) + fa da (ξ ) + fb hb (ξ ) + fb db (ξ ) .

(21)

Functions ha (ξ ), da (ξ ), hb (ξ ), db (ξ ) are all cubic polynomials, given by
2

2

2

2

ha (ξ ) = + (1−ξ )4(2+ξ ) ,da (ξ ) = + (1−ξ )4(1+ξ ) ,
hb (ξ ) = + (1+ξ )4(2−ξ ) ,db (ξ ) = − (1+ξ )4(1−ξ ) .

(22)

The shape functions are plotted in Figure 4.
Three-node Hermite element
A three-node Hermite element, with the nodes at the endpoints
A, C, ξ = ±1, and an additional central node B, ξ = 0, is
shown in Figure 5. It provides a better accuracy of the ray
path for the same total number of trajectory nodes.
Given the nodal function values and nodal derivatives at
the three nodes A, B, C,

fa , f  a , fb , f  b , fc , f  c .
(23)
The interpolation function reads
f (ξ ) = fa ha (ξ ) + fb hb (ξ ) + fc hc (ξ ) + fa da (ξ ) + fb db (ξ )
+ fc dc (ξ ) ,

(24)

where the interpolation (shape) functions have properties similar to those of the two-node element. Functions
ha (ξ ), da (ξ ), hb (ξ ), db (ξ ), dc (ξ ) are fifth-degree polynomials, and hc (ξ ) is a fourth-degree polynomial (as it has to be an
even function), given by
ha = + 14 (1 − ξ )2 ξ 2 (4 + 3ξ ) , da = + 14 (1 − ξ )2 ξ 2 (1 + ξ ) ,
hb = + 14 (1 + ξ )2 ξ 2 (4 − 3ξ ) , db = − 14 (1 + ξ )2 ξ 2 (1 − ξ ) ,(25)


2
2
hc = + 1 − ξ 2 ,dc = +ξ 1 − ξ 2 .
The shape functions are plotted in Figure 6.
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Figure 4 Shape functions for two-node Hermite interpolation.

=

1

= 0

=

1

Figure 5 Scheme of three-node Hermite interpolation.

The location of a ray trajectory point between the nodes
of a finite element is given by
x (ξ ) =

n

I=1

xI hI (ξ ) +

n


x I dI (ξ ) , x = dx/dξ ,

(26)

I=1

where I is the index of the node and n = 2, 3 is the number of
the nodes of the finite element. I stands for a, b in two-node
elements and for a, b, c in three-node elements.
In this study, the interpolation functions are applied to
the ray path points’ locations. The quadrature formulae for
Hermite interpolation functions are presented in Appendix B
of Koren and Ravve (2020c).

tion and make it possible to compute the traveltime and its
derivatives between the nodes of each element.
To keep the limits of integration fixed and identical for
all finite elements, inside the finite elements, we introduce
an internal unitless flow parameter, ξ , −1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, to be
used instead of the arclength s in the finite-element solver.
Given the values of the nodal locations x and directions ri =
ẋi = dx/ds|i , we follow Yong and Cheng (2004) and minimize the pseudo strain energy within a single element in order to convert the nodal directions ri into the nodal derivatives of the position with respect to (wrt) the internal parameter, x i = dx/dξ |i . For this we compute the nodal values of
the metric, si = ds/dξ |i . The details of the implementation can
be found in Koren and Ravve (2020c, Appendix C). Note that
the ray direction r is normally continuous at the finite-element
joints (except special cases of sharp medium interfaces), while
the derivative x (ξ ) need not to be continuous.
The ray direction wrt to the internal unitless flow parameter at any point reads
r (ξ ) = ẋ =

D E R I VAT I V E S W I T H R E S P E C T T O T H E
I N T E R N A L F L OW PA R A M E T E R
The total traveltime, which has to be stationary for the re
solved path, is the sum of the local traveltimes, t = ti . The
term ‘local’ means a characteristic within a single finite element. The quadrature (integration) formulae for computing
the local traveltimes ti are based on the Hermite interpola-

dx
dx dξ
x (ξ )
x (ξ )
=
= 
= 
.
ds
dξ ds
s (ξ )
x (ξ ) · x (ξ )

(27)

We introduce the normalized Lagrangian, where the arclength flow parameter is replaced by the internal parameter, ξ . In particular, we relate the spatial/directional gradients
and spatial/directional/mixed Hessians of the normalized Lagrangian L̂(ξ ) (equation (29) below) to their corresponding
gradients and Hessians of the arclength-related Lagrangian
L(s).
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Figure 6 Shape functions for three-node Hermite interpolation.

Hence, for each element we compute the local traveltime
ξ=+1

t =
ξ =−1



x (ξ ) · x (ξ )
dξ =
vray [x (ξ ) , x (ξ )]

ξ=+1

L̂ (ξ ) dξ .

(28)

ξ =−1

The normalized Lagrangian L̂(ξ ) is then the traveltime
integrand wrt the unitless internal parameter ξ . Note that
L̂(ξ ) has units of time, [T ], while the arclength-related Lagrangian, L(x, r) = L(s), has units of slowness, [T/L]. The two
Lagrangians are related with the metric, ds/dξ ,
L̂ (x, r) dξ = L (x, r) ds = dτ → L̂ (x, r) = L (x, r)

ds
.
dξ

(29)

The relations between the gradients and Hessians of the
normalized and arclength-related Lagrangians are listed in
Appendix D of Koren and Ravve (2020c). Next, we compute
the local traveltime derivatives wrt the nodal positions and directions: the local gradient (vector of length 6n) and the Hessian (matrix of dimensions 6n × 6n), where n is the number
of nodes in a single element (i.e. either 2 or 3 in this study).

thogonal to each test function. ‘Orthogonal’ means that the
integral of their product within the finite-element arclength
vanishes. This procedure includes integration by parts and effectively reduces the second-order nonlinear ODE set to the
first-order, nonlinear, local weighted-residual set,
sfin

d
ds

sini



r
vray

The weak formulation solution
We apply the weak formulation with the Galerkin (1915)
method to equation (8), where both the interpolation and the
test (weight) functions are the same Hermite polynomials. The
residual of the ordinary differential equations (ODE) is or-



sfin
w(s) ds = −
sini

∇x vray
w(s) ds,
2
vray

(30)

where hI (ξ ) and dI (ξ ) are the weight (interpolation) functions, and sini and sfin are the ‘initial’ and ‘final’ values of the
arclength at the two external nodes of the finite element. It
is suitable to switch from the arclength s to the normalized
internal flow parameter −1 ≤ ξ ≤ +1. We then perform the
integration by parts, and obtain the resulting equation with
the boundary conditions at the finite element ends,
ξ =+1
(p wξ =−1 −

ξ =+1
 

ξ =−1
ξ =+1


=−
T H E L O CA L A L G E B R A I C E Q UAT I O N S E T

∇r vray
− 2
vray

ξ =−1

r
vray

∇x vray
w s dξ ,
2
vray

−

∇r vray
2
vray


w dξ

(31)

where prime means a derivative by ξ , and s = ds/dξ =

x (ξ ) · x (ξ ) ≡ l(ξ )/2.
The boundary term in equation (31) is the slowness vector with the corresponding sign (a plus sign at the end node
of the element pointing to the receiver, and a minus sign at the
end node pointing to the source) that appears only for weight
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functions that are 1 on the corresponding end of the interval.
At the internal joints, the boundary terms cancel each other
during the assembly, so we can omit them. At the source and
receiver, the boundary terms remain after the assembly, but
we remove the equations that include them and replace by
our boundary conditions (given locations of the ray path endpoints). Thus, we can remove the slowness term for all cases,
and equation (30) simplifies to
ξ=+1

ξ =−1

∇r vray w
∇x vray
r w
−
− 2 w s
2
vray
vray
vray


dξ = 0.

(32)

Applying the spatial and directional shape functions, w =
hI (ξ ) and w = dI (ξ ), respectively, and taking into account
that, r = 2x (ξ )/l(ξ ), we obtain
ξ=+1

ξ =−1
ξ=+1

ξ =−1


1
l (ξ ) hI (ξ ) Lx + h I Lr dξ = 0,
2


1
l (ξ ) dI (ξ ) Lx + d  I Lr dξ = 0,
2

(33)

where hI (ξ ) and dI (ξ ) are the Hermite interpolation polynomial related to the location and direction components, respectively, of node I (numeration within a single element).
Introducing the spatial and directional gradients of the Lagrangian (equation (7)) into equation (32), we obtain the
algebraic equation set
ξ
=+1
ξ =−1
ξ
=+1
ξ =−1

l (ξ ) hI (ξ ) ∇x vray
h I (ξ ) ∇r vray
2h I (ξ ) x (ξ )
−
−
2
2
vray l (ξ )
vray
2vray
l (ξ ) dI (ξ ) ∇x vray
d  I (ξ ) ∇r vray
2d  I (ξ ) x (ξ )
−
−
2
2
vray l (ξ )
vray
2vray


dξ = 0,

dξ = 0,

(34)
where the spatial gradient of the ray velocity magnitude


∇x vray (ξ ) = ∇x vray [x (ξ ) , r (ξ )] = ∇x vray x (ξ ) , x (ξ ) , (35)
and a similar equation holds for the directional gradient
∇r vray .
Equation (34) represents the nonlinear kinematic algebraic set for a single finite element (i.e. before assembly). The
set includes 12 or 18 scalar equations for two- and three-node
elements, respectively. This set expresses the vanishing gradient of the local traveltime with respect to the degrees of freedom of the given element. This set does not account for the
constraints yet; the contribution of the constraints into the tar-

get function is accounted separately. The derivatives of the lefthand sides of the functions in equation set (34) with respect
to the nodal values of the ray path coordinates xJ and with
respect to x J result in spatial, directional and mixed blocks
IJ of the symmetric local Hessian matrix. The traveltime Hessians of the two- and three-node elements include 16 and 36
blocks, respectively, where each block is a 3 × 3 matrix. The
local gradients include four and six blocks, respectively, where
each block is a vector of length 3.
The weak formulation effectively reduces the secondorder nonlinear ODE set to the first-order, nonlinear, algebraic
local weighted-residual equation set. A detailed derivation is
given by Koren and Ravve (2020c). The technical details for
computing the local traveltime, its gradient vectors and Hessian matrices are presented in Appendices E and F of the cited
work.

CONSTRAINT ON THE NODE
D I S T R I B U T I O N A L O N G A S TAT I O N A RY
PAT H
While the stationary traveltime condition fully defines the ray
path, it still allows some freedom for setting the distribution
of the nodes along the ray. We therefore apply an additional
constraint Ws on the segment lengths between the successive
nodes, so that the nodes are located more densely along ray
parts with high curvature. In these parts of the path, the ray
velocity magnitude changes rapidly in the direction normal
to the ray velocity vector. We construct constraints on the ratios between the arclengths connecting successive nodes. These
lengths are inversely proportional to the average curvatures of
the corresponding intervals,

N−1 
ws  si
si+1 2
Ws =
−
,
(36)
2 i=1
i
i+1
where ws is a weighting factor of the constraint, N is the number of intervals (ray path segments), N + 1 is the total number
of nodes enumerated from zero to N, and N − 1 is the number
of internal nodes of the path. si is the arclength of segment
i, and parameter i is the mean radius of curvature of the ray

along this segment, normalized so that N
i = 1;
i is limi=1
ited to a finite (large) value for straight segments.
In general, there are two ways to implement the constraints: hard constraints (e.g. applying the Lagrange multipliers method) and soft or relaxed constraints, by adding a
penalty term to the target function to be minimized. The soft
constraint method (used in this study) is simpler; it does not
lead to additional unknown parameters and does not increase
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the bandwidth of the resolving matrix, while still providing
excellent accuracy. There is no need to keep the desired length
ratio exact. The implementation details of the node distribution constraint are presented in Appendix H of the study by
Koren and Ravve (2020c).

C O N S T R A I N T O N T H E R AY D I R E C T I O N
N O R M A L I Z AT I O N
Throughout the workflow, the ray velocity direction in the
governing equations is assumed normalized, where at each
node, r · r = 1. However, the Newton iterative procedure (or
any other iterative procedure, like the conjugate-gradient or
anti-gradient descent, that does not explicitly require the second derivatives of the target function) provides a ‘recommended’ set of updated parameters at the end of each successive iteration, which can violate the normalization of the
ray direction. For example, the direction at node i becomes
ri + ri , where |ri | = 1, but the length |ri + ri | may essentially differ from 1. The remedy is to include within the target
function an additional normalization penalty term Wr ,

where t is the traveltime, symbol ∇d means the gradient of a
scalar function with respect to (wrt) all (location and direction) degrees of freedom (DoF), Ws is the node distribution
penalty, and Wr is the ray direction normalization penalty.
Theoretically, the stationary path may also deliver a maximum traveltime; however, in real problems this case is very
rare (non-realistic) – it requires all eigenvalues of the traveltime Hessian matrix to be negative. On the other hand, the
case of stationary traveltime with saddle points is very common, indicating caustic locations along the ray. In this case
or in cases when the type of stationary point is unknown, we
suggest that the target function consists of the traveltime gradient squared (instead of the traveltime) and the penalty terms,
where the minimum of the target function corresponds to the
vanishing (or negligibly small) norm of the gradient vector.
For general or saddle-point cases, the target function and its
gradient read
∇d t · ∇d t
+ Ws + Wr → min ,
2
∇d T = ∇d ∇d t · ∇d t + ∇dWs + ∇dWr ,
T =

(39)

where ∇d t and ∇d ∇d t are respectively the gradient and Hessian of the traveltime wrt all DoF. We take into account that
the location DoF have the units of distance, while the direcwhere wr is a weighting factor of the constraint, and N + 1 is
tion DoF are unitless. Note that for this general case of the stathe total number of nodes, including the endpoints of the path.
tionary traveltime, in particular, for a saddle-point case when
The implementation details of the normalization constraint
equation (39) is applied, the target function itself includes the
are presented in Appendix H of Koren and Ravve (2020c).
traveltime gradient, and as a result, the gradient of the target
The normalization constraints might be, in principle, imfunction already includes the traveltime Hessian. Therefore,
plemented with the Lagrange multipliers λi . This approach,
in these cases, we do not apply the Newton-type minimization
however, increases the number of degrees of freedom per node
methods that require the second derivative of the target funcfrom six to seven, which affects not only the size of the Hessian
tion (and hence, higher order derivatives of the traveltime),
matrix, but also – more important – its band width.
and we only apply the gradient methods (e.g. the conjugateIn this study, both constraints are implemented as soft
gradient or anti-gradient descent). We further note that (a) in
constraints. Our computational practice indicates that the
either case, whether the traveltime of the stationary path is
approach with the two soft constraints works perfectly. At
the minimum or not, the target function is always minimized,
the stationary point, the values of the weighted constraint
and (b) for either of the minimization methods that we use
terms are of order 10−5 or 10−6 of the unconstrained target
(Newton-type or gradient), we need to compute both the grafunction.
dient and the Hessian of the traveltime.
Convergence to a zero traveltime gradient squared (to the
stationary ray path) may be sensitive to the initial-guess traO P T I M I Z AT I O N O F T H E TA R G E T
jectory. If the initial guess is far from the stationary solution,
FUNCTION
the iterations may yield a non-vanishing minimum traveltime
As mentioned, in the case of a minimum traveltime, the target
gradient squared.
function T includes the traveltime and two weighted penalty
For the traveltime minimum search, we use the Newton
terms. The target function and its gradient read,
optimization method, where at each iteration of the optimization process, we update the nodal locations and directions
T = t + Ws + Wr → min , ∇d T = ∇d t + ∇dWs + ∇dWr = 0,(38)
of the ray and refine the trial trajectory until the stationary

Wr =

N
wr 
(ri · ri − 1)2 ,
2 i=0

(37)
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condition is reached. The technical details of the Newton optimization procedure are explained in Appendix J of Koren
and Ravve (2020c).
Since throughout the iterative process we often do not
know in advance the type of the final stationary solution, and
since the Eigenray method is normally applied in cases where
conventional two-point kinematic ray tracing fails (these cases
involve complex wave phenomena), the target function that
includes the traveltime gradient squared, valid for both the
minimum and the saddle-point solutions (equation (39)), is
normally the default choice for the minimization. Numerical
procedures for locating constrained saddle points have been
studied by Zhang and Du (2012a, 2012b), Ren and VandenEijnden (2013), Gao et al. (2015), Albareda et al. (2018), Li
et al. (2019) and Li and Zhou (2019).

A S S E M B LY O F T H E L O CA L TA R G E T
FUNCTION GRADIENTS AND HESSIANS
The target function to be optimized includes the traveltime
and two soft weighted constraints related to the distribution
of nodes along the ray path and to the normalization of the
directions of the ray velocity at the nodal points. Each element contributes to the traveltime, each joint node contributes
to the distribution penalty, and each node contributes to the
normalization penalty. The derivative of the sum equals to the
sum of the derivatives, and this means that at the joints, where
the local vectors and matrices overlap, the numbers are just
added. Locations of the end nodes are known, and this constitutes the boundary conditions. The implementation details
of the assembly procedure are presented in Appendix I of Koren and Ravve (2020c), where, in particular, a special case of
assembly for discontinuous ray velocity direction through a
sharp medium interface is explained.

T Y P E S O F S TAT I O N A RY PAT H S A N D
E X I S T E N C E O F CA U S T I C S
The first step of the analysis/computation of the dynamic characteristics along the derived stationary ray paths involves verifying whether the path delivers a minimum or a saddle-point
(due to caustics) traveltime solution. This information can be
obtained directly from the global traveltime Hessian matrix,
by the analysis of all its eigenvalues (6×number of nodes). If
all eigenvalues are positive, the stationary path is a minimum
traveltime. We assume that the (hypothetic) case where all the
eigenvalues are negative (a maximum traveltime solution) is
not realistic for systems with multiple degrees of freedom. If

one or more eigenvalues are negative, and the others are positive, it is a saddle-point solution, which is an indication for the
existence of caustics: zeros of the (signed) cross-section area of
the ray tube (ray Jacobian) along the ray. We note that this type
of eigenvalue analysis of the global traveltime Hessian cannot provide the actual number of caustics, their locations and
type: line or point, which are important for implementing the
required phase correction of the asymptotic Green’s function.
This information requires explicit solution of the dynamic ray
tracing vector equation.

G E O M E T R I C S P R E A D I N G F RO M G L O BA L
T R AV E LT I M E H E S S I A N
In many practical applications, only the geometric spreading between the source and receiver is needed, ignoring phase
shifts due to caustics, where dynamic ray tracing is not a must.
In this study, this type of geometric spreading is used for evaluating the reliability/plausibility of the resolved stationary ray
paths using a special ray path complexity criterion described
in the next section.
The geometric spreading is obtained from the mixed
(off-diagonal) block of the source–receiver traveltime Hessian
matrix. This symmetric endpoint matrix of dimension 6 × 6
includes the external degrees of freedom (DoF) of the source,
S, and receiver, R, locations only. It consists of four blocks of
dimension 3 × 3, where the upper and lower symmetric diagonal blocks are related to the source and receiver, respectively,
while the two off-diagonal blocks, transposed to each other,
are related to both the source and receiver. Goldin (1986) suggested a workflow to compute the geometric spreading using
the 3 × 3 off-diagonal block, with its last line and column removed (related to the coordinate axis normal to the acquisition surface), so that the resulting ‘mixed’ traveltime Hessian
matrix MRS becomes 2 × 2.
Vanelle and Gajewski (2003, 2013) derived a relationship
to compute the geometric spreading for general anisotropy,
accounting for the transform between the Cartesian and raycentred coordinates,

LGS =

cos θray,S cos θray,R
1
,
cos βS cos βR det MRS

(40)

where θray,S and θray,R are the ray (group) take-off angles at the
endpoints of the path (i.e. angles between the ray velocities and
the normal directions to the acquisition surfaces), βS and βR
are angles between the phase and ray velocities, and subscripts
S and R are related to the source and receiver, respectively.
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The Eigenray method suggested in this study provides a
natural way to compute the geometric spreading for the whole
ray path between the source and receiver without explicitly
performing dynamic ray tracing (DRT). Along with the ray
path, arclength and traveltime, the Eigenray method provides
the global traveltime Hessian matrix of the stationary path.
The latter represents a large, narrow-band, square matrix that
includes all DoF before imposing the boundary conditions. In
this part of our study, we suggest a way to compress this matrix into a 6 × 6 endpoint traveltime Hessian, whose DoF are
spatial locations of the source and receiver, xS and xR .
The geometric spreading is obtained directly from the
compressed Hessian matrix of the traveltime with respect to
the endpoint locations. Each endpoint has three spatial DoF
(coordinates); therefore, the endpoint traveltime Hessian is a
symmetric matrix of dimension 6 × 6. Unlike the global traveltime Hessian that includes all nodal DoF and is subject to
the boundary conditions, the endpoint traveltime Hessian is
not necessarily positive definite even when the stationary path
delivers the minimum traveltime.
The geometric spreading is computed in two stages:
• ‘Condensing’ the global traveltime Hessian matrix ∇d ∇d t
to the endpoint traveltime Hessian matrix ∇
SR ∇SR t, where
the subscript d means all DoF (related to locations and
directions), while S and R are related to the source and
receiver locations, respectively. The dimension of Hessian
∇
SR ∇SR t is 6 × 6 and we extract its 3 × 3 off-diagonal
mixed block.
• Applying a conventional, well-known method (equation
(40)) for computing the geometric spreading, given the extracted 3 × 3 mixed Hessian and other computed data.
We emphasize that when computing the Eigenray stationary path, the location components of the endpoints are fixed
and not considered DoF. The DoF are the location and direction components of the internal nodes and also the direction components of the end nodes. On the other hand, when
computing the geometric spreading for the whole ray, only
the location components of the two end nodes (a total of six
components) are considered independent (external) DoF. The
locations of the internal nodes and the directions of the ray
at all the nodes (including the end nodes) are internal, dependent DoF. Given the locations of the two end nodes, all
these internal DoF are fully defined by the stationary ray. In
the Eigenray approach, the traveltime depends on all DoF,
d, where t = t(dE , dI ), where dE and dI are the external and
internal DoF, respectively. However, if the external DoF (endpoint locations) are fixed, then the internal DoF, dI = dI (dE ),
can be explicitly computed, accounting for the vanishing trav-

eltime gradient. Hence, the internal DoF can be excluded and
the traveltime equation becomes only a function of the source
and receiver locations,
t = t [dE , dI (dE )] = t (dE ) .

(41)

The corresponding 6 × 6 endpoint traveltime Hessian exists and reads

∇
SR ∇SR t =




∇
S ∇S t ∇S ∇R t
.

∇
R ∇S t ∇R ∇R t

(42)

The tilde symbol is needed to distinguish these blocks
from the corresponding blocks of the global traveltime Hessian. Each of the four blocks in the matrix of equation (42)
is 3 × 3. The implementation details for computing the endpoint traveltime Hessian matrix of equation (42) are explained
in Ravve and Koren (2020a, Appendix A). The algorithm includes inversion of the ‘stiffness’ submatrix related to the internal DoF. However, this submatrix becomes invertible (i.e.
its determinant does not vanish) only after implementing the
constraints which are explained below. The physical reason
for the vanishing determinant is that the internal nodes of a
stationary paraxial ray can move along its path without actually affecting the path geometry (i.e. the paraxial ray path
remains the same). Thus, the stationarity condition does not
fully define the location of the nodes of the paraxial ray. To
define the nodal locations of the paraxial ray, we assume that
the shifts between the nodes of the central ray and paraxial
rays are normal to the central ray. The left lower 3 × 3 block
consisting of the mixed derivatives (i.e. those second derivatives where one coordinate belongs to the source and the other
to the receiver) is needed to apply a conventional well-known
approach for computing the geometric spreading, described in
Appendix B of Ravve and Koren (2020a). As mentioned, the
geometric spreading is a function of the compressed endpoint
traveltime Hessian which, in turn, is a function of the global
traveltime Hessian, related to the stationary ray path. The relative geometric spreading is insensitive to the swapping of the
source and receiver. It does not matter whether it has been
computed by applying the endpoint traveltime Hessian or by
using the ray Jacobian (DRT).

R AY PAT H C O M P L E X I T Y C R I T E R I O N
In order to estimate the reliability/plausibility of the ray
path obtained with the Eigenray kinematic ray tracing, we
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introduce the normalized geometric spreading, LGS /σ , and the
endpoint propagation complexity criterion,
2

LGS
ĉr =
−1 .
(43)
σ
A zero complexity corresponds to an isotropic medium
with a constant (not necessarily vertical) velocity gradient,
where the relative geometric spreading coincides with pa2
rameter sigma, defined as dσ = vray ds = vray
dτ , i.e. LGS = σ ,
and thus, the endpoint propagation complexity ĉr vanishes. In
Ravve and Koren (2021) of this study, we define the weighted
propagation complexity cr = ĉr that accounts for the normalized relative geometric spreading not only at the receiver point,
but along the whole stationary ray path.

N U M E R I CA L E X A M P L E S
We present a number of synthetic examples for the proposed
Eigenray solutions. In this part, we demonstrate the computational results for isotropic velocity fields. Two anisotropic
numerical examples are included in Ravve and Koren (2021),
where both kinematic (stationary ray) and dynamic (geometric spreading) characteristics of the ray paths have been computed. In this study, we consider direct waves between two
endpoints (S and R). The transmission/reflection of the rays
across interfaces are beyond the scope. In the following three
examples, two-node Hermite elements were used.

Example 1. Eigenrays in high-velocity half-space under
constant velocity layer (‘head wave’)
Consider a 1D velocity model whose vertical profile, gradient
and second derivative are shown in Figure 7. The smoothed
velocity model is depth dependent and described by


z − zh
v
v = vo +
1 + tanh
,
(44)
2
zh
where z ≡ x3 , vo = 2 km/s is the velocity of the ‘homogeneous’ layer above the half-space, and v = 2 km/s is the
difference between the velocity of the half-space and that
of the overlying layer; thus, the half-space velocity is vh =
vo + v = 4 km/s. Actually, neither the overlying layer nor
the half-space is homogeneous, due to the transition zone. Parameter zh = 1.5 km is the mid-level of the vertical transition
zone, and parameter zh = 0.2 km is the characteristic distance that shows the extent of the transition zone (which is
approximately 5 zh ). The offset h = 10 km.
Figure 8(a) and 8(b) shows the Eigenray solution with 5
and 20 finite elements, respectively, and they are almost identi-

cal. The red line is the initial guess, presented by an elliptic arc,
defined by three parameters: the bottom point depth and the
endpoints’ offset and take-off angle. The bottom point depth is
2 km, which is approximately the lower end of the transition
zone. In Figure 8(a), lines of different colours show the segments of the path corresponding to different finite elements.
In Figure 8(b), the stationary ray path is shown by a black line.
Other initial paths, with overestimated maximum depth, lead
to the same stationary solution. In the next example, we show
that in the case of multi-arrivals, the final solution is sensitive
to the initial guess.

Example 2. Eigenrays in a medium with low-velocity elliptic
anomaly
Consider a constant background velocity with an elliptic
anomaly region of a lower velocity, as shown in Figure 9(a).
The coordinates of the ellipse centre are c1 , c3 , and the semiaxes of the ellipse are a1 , a3 . The velocity field is described by
an analytic function:
v (x1 , x3 ) = vo +
where
1
A=
se




v 
tanh A − 1 ,
2


(x3 − c3 )2
(x1 − c1 )2
+
−1 .
a21
a23

(45)

(46)

The background velocity outside the ellipse is indicated
by vo , and vo − v is the anomalous low velocity inside the ellipse. Negative v leads to anomalous high velocity inside the
ellipse. Parameter se is the smoothing scale: the smaller se is,
the sharper the velocity change. For infinitesimal se , the velocity function becomes discontinuous. We accept the following
parameters,
vo = 5 km/s , v = 3 km/s , c1 = 5 km , c3 = 3 km ,
a1 = 3 km , a3 = 2 km , se = 0.2.

(47)

The source is located at the subsurface point with zero
horizontal coordinate and depth do = 6 km, and the receiver
is on the surface, with the one-way offset hs = 10 km. The absolute value of the velocity gradient is shown in Figure 9(b).
Three different initial guesses lead to three different solutions
shown in Figure 10 by green, black and blue lines. The red ellipse is the contour of the velocity anomaly. The corresponding initial trajectories are shown by dashed lines of the same
colours. The green and black lines are the ‘shallow’ and ‘deep’
solutions that bypass the anomaly from above and below, respectively. The blue line is the ‘transmission’ solution that penetrates into the anomalous region. The initial path for the
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Figure 7 High-velocity half-space under a constant velocity layer: (a) vertical velocity profile, (b) vertical velocity gradient and (c) second vertical
derivative of the velocity.

transmission solution is the straight line connecting the endpoints. The initial paths for the shallow and deep solutions are
segments of a rectangle with rounded corners, whose parametric equation reads

(mu = 1 leads to an ellipse; we applied mu = 5). The initial
ray direction components are

(48)

ae
|cos τu |1/mu sin τu |sin τu |,
du
be
r3 (τu ) = + |sin τu |1/mu cos τu |cos τu |,
(49)
du



1/mu

1/mu 4
du (τu ) ≡ a2e cos2 τu
sin τu + b2e sin2 τu
cos4 τu .

where τu is a running (flow) parameter (in radians), ae and
be are ‘semi-axes’, and mu ≥ 1 is a real-number parameter

For the problem we solve, ae = 10 km and be = 6 km. For the
full rectangle, 0 ≤ τu ≤ 2π (four quadrants). One can consider a single quadrant for a shallow/deep initial guess.

x1 (τu ) = ae |cos τu |1/m sgn (cos τu ),
x3 (τu ) = be |sin τu |1/m sgn (sin τu ),

r1 (τu ) = −
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Head wave solution with twenty finite elements

Head wave solution with five finite elements
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Figure 8 Head wave ray path in the medium with a high-velocity half-space: (a) Eigenray with five finite elements and (b) Eigenray with 20
finite elements.

Figure 9 Medium with a low-velocity elliptic anomaly: (a) velocity distribution and (b) absolute value of the velocity gradient.

For the ‘shallow’ and ‘deep’ rays (black and green lines),
the resulting (minimum) traveltime is t = 2.61048 s, and
for the ‘transmission’ ray (blue line), the traveltime is t =
3.71291 s. ‘Shallow’ and ‘deep’ rays are symmetric solutions,
where the ray bypasses the low-velocity inclusion and almost avoids penetration into the transition zone. These rays
travel completely through the high-velocity background. For a
‘transmission’ ray, refraction occurs twice, upon entry to and
exit from the low-velocity ellipse. Thus, we deal with a multiarrival case, characterized by three local minima, two of which
are also global.

Example 3: Eigenrays in velocity field with two elliptic
anomalies
Consider a model that combines slow- and high-velocity elliptic anomalies and a deep high-velocity half-space. It can be
analytically described by

 v 

v 
1 − tanh Aa +
1 − tanh Ab
2
2

vh 
1 + tanh Ac ,
(50)
+
2

v (x1 , x3 ) = vo −
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rameters se and xo govern the extent of the transition zones,

Low velocity elliptic anomaly
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Figure 10 One-way path in a medium with low-velocity elliptic
anomaly: Multi-arrival, corresponding to the shallow, deep and transmission solutions.

where

Aa =

1
se



Ab =

1
se

(x1 −ca )2
a21



−1 ,

(x1 −cb )2
(x3 −c3 )2
+
−
1
,
a2
a2
1

+

(x3 −c3 )2
a23

Ac ≡

x3 − xt
.
xo

(51)

3

Parameters ca and cb are horizontal coordinates of central
points of elliptic anomalies, c3 is their common vertical coordinate, xt is the floor depth of the high-velocity half-space. Pa-

vo = 4 km/s ,v = 2 km/s ,vh = 3 km/s ,ca = 4 km ,
cb = 20 km,c3 = 2 km,a1 = 4 km ,a3 = 1 km ,
xt = 4 km ,xo = 0.2 km ,se = 0.2 ,

(52)

and the offset h = 22 km. The velocity distribution and absolute value of the velocity gradient are shown in Figure 11(a,
b), respectively. Figure 12 shows the Eigenray traveltime minimization results. Note that the scales in the horizontal and
vertical directions are different (the horizontal space is much
longer than shown). The grey and red ellipses show the contours of the low- and high-velocity anomalies, respectively.
The mid-level of the transition zone between the layer with
anomalies and high-velocity half-space is 4 km. The three
dashed lines show initial paths, and the corresponding solid
lines are stationary trajectories (local minima). All three solutions bypass the low-velocity anomaly and penetrate the highvelocity anomaly. Two initial guesses, shown by dashed black
and dashed blue lines, represent elliptic arcs. The black line
solution bypasses the low-velocity anomaly from the right.
It has a shortest path, but not the least traveltime (not the
global minimum), because this path does not reach the highvelocity half-space. The blue line solution bypasses the lowvelocity anomaly from the left. Therefore, its path is longer,
but it reaches the high-velocity half-space and thus arrives
within a shorter time. The red line shows one more solution.

Figure 11 Medium with two elliptic anomalies and a high-velocity half-space: (a) velocity distribution and (b) absolute value of the velocity
gradient.
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Eigenrays for two elliptic anomalies and half-space
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Figure 12 Eigenrays in a medium with two elliptic anomalies and a half-space.

Its initial guess was obtained with the control points shown
by bold red points. There are five red points in total, but only
three of them are internal/independent, the other two are endpoints of the trajectory (source and receiver). Using the five
points, a standard cubic spline is created, shown by a dashed
red line. The corresponding solution bypasses the low-velocity
anomaly from the right and reaches the high-velocity halfspace, but the portion of the path run in the half-space is
shorter than that of the ‘blue’ solution; therefore, its traveltime is longer than that of the ‘blue’, but shorter than that of
the ‘black’. The real numbers in the legend of Figure 12 show
the traveltimes of the three stationary paths in milliseconds.

DISCUSSION ON THE NUMBER OF
F L OAT I N G - P O I N T O P E R AT I O N S
The computational time increases almost linearly with the
number of nodes. The reason is that at each iteration we solve
a linearized equation set with the global Hessian of the target
function (which is the most time consumptive operation). The
global Hessian is a narrow-band matrix, because the elements
are connected only consequently at the joints. As mentioned
by Koren and Ravve (2020c), due to the soft constraints, the
band width becomes nb = 18, for both two- and three-node
finite elements, independent of the total number of elements.
Note that the total number of degrees of freedom (DoF) is
m = 6(N + 1), where N + 1 is the number of the nodes (enumerated from zero to N). The global Hessian is a symmetric
matrix. To solve the equation set, we apply Cholesky decomposition, where the number of floating-point operations is,
k = mn2b /3. Since the band width of the matrix, nb , is constant,
the computational time of a single iteration depends almost
linearly on the number of the DoF, m. The number of the optimization iterations, needed to reach a stationary point, may

be assumed independent of (or only weakly dependent on) the
number of the ray path nodes.

CONCLUSIONS
The kinematic Eigenray method, presented in this study, has
been developed to solve two-point ray tracing problems in 3D
smooth heterogeneous general anisotropic elastic media. We
first establish the theoretical background of the variational
(kinematic) Eigenray method, based on Fermat’s principle, for
obtaining stationary ray paths between two fixed endpoints.
We propose an original arclength-related Lagrangian, depending on both the location and direction of the ray trajectory
which allows efficient finite-element implementation. We also
provide the corresponding Hamiltonian for the proposed Lagrangian; the two are related by the Legendre transformation.
We then derive the second-order, Lagrangian-based, ordinary
differential equation for the kinematic ray tracing. This equation is obtained in a convenient form suitable for the weak
variational formulation, which is then solved using the finiteelement approach with the Hermite interpolation.
Starting with an initial (non-stationary) discretized trajectory between two given endpoints, we construct a target
function that includes two essential constraints. It is optimized
(minimized) by computing corrections to the spatial locations
and directions of the trajectory that yield a stationary traveltime solution. The first constraint is related to the element
lengths governing the locations (distribution) of the nodes
along the stationary ray, where a higher local curvature of the
path leads to a denser grid. Without this constraint, the resolving equation set is under-defined. The second constraint
is the normalization of the length of the ray (group) velocity
direction at each node. Explicit expressions for the traveltime
and its first and second derivatives allow the implementation
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of the Newton method for the optimization, where we search
for a minimum traveltime, and the target function includes
explicitly the traveltime. In cases where the ray trajectory includes caustics, we search for a saddle-point stationary solution using the gradient method where the target function
includes the traveltime gradient squared. The target function
that includes the traveltime gradient squared is also used in
cases where the type of the stationary solution is not known
ahead.
Finally, we propose an original and efficient algorithm for
computing the geometrical spreading of the entire stationary
ray, applying the global (all-node) traveltime Hessian, already
computed along the resolved stationary ray path. We first reduce (compress) the global traveltime Hessian to the endpoint
(source–receiver) spatial traveltime Hessian, which makes it
possible to apply the known technique using its off-diagonal
mixed-derivative sub-block. The proposed method is very efficient; however, it does not explicitly deliver the important
information about possible caustics along the ray, their location and their type (point or line). Moreover, it does not deliver
the geometric spreading between the source and intermediate
points along the ray path. Nevertheless, there may be still a
class of problems in which the information only about the total geometric spreading is valuable. In this work, it is used for
computing a ray path complexity criterion for evaluating the
reliability/plausibility of the solution.
As a general strategy for ray tracing in complex subsurface geological media with complex wave phenomena and
multi-arrivals (several stationary solutions between the two
fixed endpoints), we suggest starting with the ray shooting
method, and then use the proposed Eigenray method to obtain valid (acceptable) stationary rays between the source and
the receivers located at the remaining shadow zones.
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